
Grading the laboratory report 

 

The demonstrators evaluate the laboratory work report written by the students and comment on 

them. Critique is usually given as written. If major corrections are needed the assistant may give 

his/her comments face to face. Table 1 lists items that will be evaluated for each report showing 

also the amount of points for each item. Maximum number of points is 36. To pass, minimum of 

16 points is required. Table 2 shows how the final laboratory work grade (in scale 6 - 12) is 

obtained. The grade is used together with that for the theory part to calculate the grade of the 

course. 

 The grading criteria of the laboratory reports are given below. 

Table  1: Summary for grading of laboratory reports 

Item 
Normal laboratory 

work reports (points) 

Open-ended laboratory 

works (points) 

Pre-made plan - 5 

Measurement log book 4 4 

Layout of the report 3 2 

Written presentation 3 2 

Introduction and abstract 2 2 

Theoretical background 4 2 

Experimental methods 3 3 

Calculations 3 3 

Error analysis 3 3 

Figures, graphs and tables 4 3 

Conclusions 6 6 

References 1 1 

Maximum number of 

points 
36 36 

 



Table 2: Final laboratory work grade. 

Total number of points 
Final laboratory work 

grade 

16,0 – 18,6 6 

18,7 – 21,3 7 

21,4 – 24,0 8 

24,1 – 26,7 9 

26,8 – 29,4 10 

29,5 – 32,0 11 

32,1 - 12 

  

Grading Criteria of the laboratory work reports 

1 Preparation and working in laboratory 

1.1 Measuring plan (only in the open-ended lab work) (max. 5 points) 

Premade measuring plan is needed in lab works FYSP102/1 Rolling, FYSP103/2 Lenses, 

FYSP103/3 Refraction index of water and FYSP104/1 Ohm’s law and resistors. 

The measuring plan (done before measurements) is part of the open-ended lab report so it has to 

be pertinent. Practicability and extensiveness of the plan will be graded.  

 

Following things should be found in the measuring plan: 

 How the measurement is planned to be done. 

 What quantities are going to be measured. 

 How the desired quantity is obtained from the measured quantities. 

 How the error analysis is planned to be done. 

 

1.2 Preparation to measurements (no points) 

The measurer(s) has to know what and how he/she is going to measure. 



 At the beginning of the shift the guiding assistant asks few questions to make sure that 

the measurer knows what to do. The assistant has a right to deny unprepared measurer to 

do the lab work. 

 Measurer can and has to ask help from the assistant if needed.  

 

1.3 The log book (max. 4 points) 

The log book has to be written with blue or black ballpoint (never with pencil). (Written with 

computer is also ok.) If some corrections have to be made, they have to be made so that none of 

the information is missed.  

Following things should be found in the log book: 

 The list of all the equipment used. 

 Essential information about measurements so that other students participating in the same 

course understand what and how has been done. 

 Used circuit diagrams have to be drawn in the log book. 

 Comments and marks about measurements in chronological order. Time should be 

marked. 

 All information needed for the error analysis. Preliminary error analysis is a merit. 

Grading: 

 Equipment (max. 1 point) 

 Measurement events (max. 1 point) 

 Information for the error analysis (max 1 point) 

 General impression (max. 1 point) 

o The log book has to be readable, otherwise the handwriting doesn’t contribute to 

the grading. 



2 The work report 

2.1 The layout of the report (max. 3 points, in open-ended work 2 points) 

The layout of the report has to be clean-cut. Pages have to be stabled together in right order. The 

cover has to be first and the appendixes are last. The font size is recommended to be 12 pt and 

spacing 1.5. There have to be margins so that the assistant can make notes there. Rows have to 

be balanced out so the report looks neat. 

In this section the grading includes: 

 Correctness of the cover (from lacks max. -0.5 points) 

 The order of the papers (the cover, the report, the appendixes) (max. -0.5 points) 

 The titles have to be separated from the ordinary text.  (max. -0.5 points) 

 The figures, the graphs and the tables have to be placed relevantly. The captions of 

figures and graphs are under the figure and the caption of table is over the table. (max. -1 

points)  

 Quantities are in italic but units are in normal font. (max. -0.5 points) 

2.2 Written presentation (max. 3 points, in open-ended 2 points) 

In this section only the manner of representation in graded. The report has to be writed as official 

paper. If the style, structure and finishing are very poor, the report will be returned. In subject 

courses this leads to permant loss of 1 point. Student has to make corrections as the assistant has 

advised.  

Grading:  

 The text of the report has to be clear and easy to read. Sentences have to be complete. 

The grammar and spelling have to be at least satisfying. (from deficiencies max. 1 point) 

 The lab report has to be divided correctly (introduction, theoretical background,… ) If 

something is introduced in wrong section, the report will be returned. (max. -1 point) 

 There has to be guiding red line in the report and the text has to proceed naturally. 

Chapters have to interrelate smoothly and equations and calculations have to be part of a 

sentence.  (max. -1 point) 



 Tense and subject have to be used consistently. It is recommended that passive isn’t used 

when telling about measurer’s doings. (max. -0.5 points) 

 There have to be reference to every figure and table of the report, and that’s why all 

figures and tables have to be numbered. (max. -0.5 points) 

2.3 Introduction and abstract (max. 2 points) 

Even though introduction and abstract are graded together, they can’t be written as one chapter. 

The abstract is part of the cover and the introduction is the first chapter of the report.  

In the abstract, it has to be said shortly what has been measured and what are the essential results 

together with uncertainties. Some comments about the results should also be included. Tables, 

graphs or figures don’t belong to the abstract. In the introduction measurer tells, why the 

measurement(s) is done and how it relates to physics. Report’s merit rises, if there are other 

references than the used text book or the work instruction.  

Grading: 

 From both sections maximum is 1 point. 

 If one or the other is missing, the report is returned for corrections. 

2.4 Theoretical background (max. 4 points, open-ended 2 points) 

Theoretical background can be part of the introduction, if the introduction would be very short 

otherwise. In that case the title of the whole chapter is Introduction NOT Introduction and 

theoretical background. 

In this section the whole theory needed to understand the lab work has to be introduced. All 

equations have to be introduced in this section, also those used in error analysis. Best points from 

this section are given if theory is written with own words and the presentation is based on some 

other source than the laboratory work instruction itself. The work instruction can’t be included in 

the list of references. If the theory is written by very creditably, bonus points are possible.  

Grading: 



If theory section gets 1 to 4 points, the report will not be returned back unless there are obvious 

errors. Incorrect terms don’t lead to point losses and it isn’t a reason to return the report, but the 

assistant gives a note about it. 

Maximum 4 points: Theory is introduced by using some other reference than the work 

instruction, and the references are marked correctly. Theory can also be presented based on 

writers own expertise.  

Maximum 2 points: The work instruction is clearly the main reference, but things are said by 

own words. 

0 point: Theory chapter from the work instruction is copied almost word for word. Theoretical 

background is presented confusingly, insufficiently and/or unappropriately. Theoretical 

background doesn’t relate to measurements nor equations used in calculations aren’t introduced. 

If this section is graded to 0 point, the report is returned and the corrected section is graded 0 to 2 

points (open-ended 0 to 1 point). 

Also loss of points for example for these lacks: 

 All quantities in equations aren’t explained. (max. -1 point) 

 Some equations are derived only by using implication arrows instead of verbal 

explanation.  (max. -1 point) 

 2.5. Experimental methods (max. 3 points) 

The equipment have to be introduced and measurements have to be explained so detailed that 

other students participating the same course could repeat the measurement only by reading this 

section. Used circuit diagrams should be introduced also in this section (they have to be in the 

log book too). Picture tells more than a thousand words, so figures are recommended to be used 

to clarify measurement set-ups. 

Grading: 

 Equipment (max. 1.5 points) 

 Experimental methods  (max. 1.5 points) 



2.6. Results 

2.6.1 Calculations (max. 3 points) 

All calculations have to be done correctly. One example placing with numbers for each equation 

is enough. 

Grading: 

 If the equations are right but there is a mistake in calculation, the report will be returned 

without loss of points. 

 If the equations are wrong or the method of analysis is incorrect the report is returned 

with permanent loss of 1 point. 

 If there isn’t example placing for each equation, or they are unreadable for some reason, 

the report is returned with permanent loss of 1 point. 

 If the explanation for the selection of analysis method is missing (in subject courses -0.5 

points, in basic courses notation). 

2.6.2 Error analysis and its reliability (max. 3 points) 

Errors in the error equations, use of improper error analysis, lack of error analysis and lack of 

example placing with numbers leads to return of the report. Also, if the result is reported without 

using accepted rounding rules (rule of 15-units), the report will be returned.  

In courses FYSP101-107 maximum-minimum-rule is allowed but not in courses FYSAxxx. If 

the maximum-minimum-rule is used, only other example placing is enough. One bonus point is 

given, if the general formula of error propagation is used in the basic course lab reports. 

Grading: 

Permanent loss of points: 

 -1 point, if wrong error analysis method is used without any critic. 

 -1.5 points, if there isn’t error analysis at all, or maximum-minimum-rule is used in 

subject courses.  

  



Good error analysis section includes: 

 Methods used to error analysis are correct and suitable. 

 Equations are derived correctly and calculations are right. 

 For each equation there is one example placing with numbers. 

 Reliability of error is estimated. 

 Provisional results are rounded suitably. There have to be enough decimals when placing 

provisional results onward. 

 The final results are given by using the rule of 15-units. 

From the list above, lacks in one item are allowed for maximum points (3 points). 

2.6.3 Figures, graphs and tables (max. 4 points, open-ended 3 points) 

The content of the figures, graphs and tables are graded. There are primary and secondary bases 

to grade figures and tables. If there are any lacks in primary bases the lab report is automatically 

returned for correction, and the loss of points is permanent. Lacks in secondary bases lead to loss 

of points but not automatic return. Corrected report will be regraded. Figures, graphs and tables 

that are placed in appendix are graded same way. 

Grading:  

Primary bases: (in basic courses max. -1 point in all, in subject courses -1point/item) 

 Coodinate axes of graphs have to be drawn and named. Division of axes and quantities 

have to be marked. 

 Symbols used in graphs have to be clear and they need to be separable from each other.  

Just a dot (.) is not acceptable symbol. 

 Line drawn from point to point is usually unnecessary. In some graphs it might be OK, 

but then an explanation must be given. If there is no function to plot, only data points 

should be in the graph. 

 If there is also a theoretical curve in the graph, the meaning of the curve has to be 

explained.  



 For every figure and table there must be a caption. Caption ought to be such that the 

figure/table is understandable with help of the caption.  

Secondary bases: (max. -0.5 points/item) 

 In figures, showing the set-up, all equipment have to be named. 

 In graphs, divisions of axes have to be logical and readable. 

 The graph should be big enough so that it is readable. 

  Figures have to be either black-and-white or whole colored. Gray-backgrounding graphs 

are accepted only in exceptional cases. 

 In tables multiple units should be selected so that the table is easy to read and understand.  

Absolute value of numbers in table cells should be from 0.01 to 1000. 

 In tables there have to be at least two rows and two columns. The assistant gives a note, if 

the report includes table which has only one or two cell. 

If report doesn’t include any figure or table, this section is ignored from grading. The overall 

points are scaled to 36 points. 

2.7 Conclusions (max. 6 points) 

Conclusions have to follow logically from the measurements and the analysis. In this chapter 

measurer has to think about the reliability of results by comparing those to literature values (if 

those exist). If there is no literature value at all then measurer has to thing, is the order of 

magnitude realistic. Possible error sources (systematic and random) need to be specified. 

Conclusions also include discussion about assumptions made in this work and discussion about 

equipment used. Are the equipment suitable for this measurement?  

Comments that are not related to lab work don’t lead to extra points. 

The lab report is returned if: 

 final results isn’t reported at all or it is reported wrong 

 there is some kind of logical mistake in conclusions 

 obvious conclusions are neglected 



Grading: 

 Permanent loss of 2 points, if the report is returned because of logical mistake or missing 

conclusions. 

 Also permanent loss of 2 points, if there is no discussion about the reliability of the 

results. 

2.8 References (max. 1 point)  

1 point: References are marked correctly to the right places. References have to be done right 

and comprehensive. It also has to be pertinent.  

0.5 points: There are some lacks in references. 

0 points: No references at all or they are not listed. 

In subject courses missing references are reason to return the report. In basic courses only, if 

there are other reasons too. Corrected section is graded again. 

2.9 Bonus points (max. 3 points) 

If some section of the report is much better that normally, the assistant may give extra points. For 

example, if the introduction or theoretical background is introduced extremely profoundly, extra 

point(s) can be given. Also well-made conclusions may lead to bonus points.  Anyway, these 

extra points are rare.  

 

3 Sanctions 

If you return your report late or repeated corrections are needed, the grade will be lowered 

Late returns: 

-2p (on scale 6-12 p), if you return the report 4-6 weeks after your measurement or evaluation 

-4p (on scale 6-12 p), if you return the report more than 6 weeks after your measurement or 

evaluation 

Corrections: 



-1p (on scale 6-12 p), report send once for corrections and the student makes all required 

corrections at once. 

grade = 6/12, if repeated corrections are due. 


